This research explores how teachers can validate True/False questions in a foreign language reading term-exam. Two English teachers from Japanese junior and senior high schools and six Japanese graduate students majoring in Foreign Language Education participated in a case study (Study 1). The eight participants and the author of this article independently classified five reading questions into text-explicit and text-implicit types using two criteria. The first criterion was to determine whether the question requires students to make inferences to understand implicit information; the second criterion was to determine whether test-takers need to read only one sentence or more than one sentence to answer the question correctly. Although the participants were not informed that the two criteria were designed for the same purpose (i.e., distinguishing text-explicit and -implicit items), the final results of item classification using the two criteria were identical, with a high interrater reliability. A further case study was conducted using the same five questions (Study 2). These reading questions were given to 80 undergraduate students as a part of a term-exam. The term-exam was an achievement test that was designed to measure how well the examinees understood what they had learned; the students had already read the text during a previous lesson, but they had never solved the five questions before. On average, the questions that had been classified as text-implicit items were more difficult for the students than the text-explicit questions. The test was composed of both easy and difficult items, as intended by the test creator. The validity, reliability, and practicability of the taxonomy of question types proposed in this research were further discussed based on the data.
more than one purpose at the same time. For instance, a reading test that was created as a part of a term-exam should be both (b) assessment of classroom learning and (c) assessment for further learning. Additionally, test items of term-exams should not be too easy or too difficult for the test-takers, because teachers usually need to differentiate students' grades based on the test scores (e.g., A, B, C, and D in most Japanese universities), even if all students belong to the same proficiency level. Positive pedagogical effects are mostly expected when the test is not too difficult or too easy.
The difficulty of a reading test item depends not only on linguistic features such as the vocabulary and grammar used in the passage and questions, but also on what kinds of cognitive processes are necessary to solve the question. Consider the following passage (adapted from Grabe & Stoller, 2011) :
The man dropped his camera. The lens shattered. However, he didn't seem troubled. He just put the camera away. (p. 19) Grabe and Stoller (2011) refer to this four-sentence story to explain how we automatically integrate information in a way that makes sense. We understand the cause-effect relationship between the first and second actions, and between the third and fourth actions (e.g., the lens [of the camera] shattered because the man dropped the camera). Also, the discourse marker however in the third sentence indicates a larger relation between the two sets of propositions. If a reading test item asks "Did the man drop his camera?" (Answer: Yes), the cognitive process required would be quite simple, because the reader has only to comprehend the first sentence and identify what is written there. However, a question such as "Why did the man put the camera away? Choose the most plausible reason from the following four options…" would be much more complicated than the first one, because this question requires the student to integrate information and make inferences. The cause-effect relationship and the complicated reasoning in the above examples require different types of inferences, as discussed in the next section.
Teachers of a second or foreign language (L2), including junior and senior high school and college English teachers in Japan, often create reading comprehension tests as term-exams. However, the language teachers do not always consider what kinds of cognitive processes are measured by the test items they create. Based on previous studies regarding L2 reading processes, this study proposes a taxonomy of reading test items.
Literature Review Cognitive Processes of Reading
Research suggests that the difficulty of reading comprehension questions is related to what types of mental processes are required to solve those questions (Davey, 1988; Fortus, Coriat, & Fund, 1998; Shimizu, 2005 ; see also Alderson, 2000) . Grabe and Stoller (2011) present the following six reading processes that occur in every two seconds of fluent reading:
1. Focus on and access eight to ten word meanings. When test-takers read a passage to solve a given question, the first, second, and third processes above are almost always involved in the reading process, while the fourth, fifth, and sixth processes may occur depending on the form of question being asked. According to the model called the hierarchical instrinsicalist view of explicit and implicit meaning (Perfetti & Stafura, 2015, p. 2) , the following three descriptions summarize text comprehension processes: (a) understanding of what the text says (i.e., explicit meanings); (b) understanding of implicit meanings bound to text language; and (c) inferences that are not bound to text language. Different reading questions may assess learners' abilities to comprehend explicit and implicit information differently. Although it is unclear exactly how many separate cognitive processes are involved in L2 reading, researchers often assume that they can be grouped into two general categories. The first group is called lower level processes, including word recognition, syntactic parsing, and semantic proposition encoding (Grabe, 2009) . 2 When we read in English, we focus visually on most of the content words and only about half of the small function words; our eyes fixate on content words about 85% of the time and on function words about 35% of the time (Rayner, 2009) . To recognize the words as words, readers activate links between the graphic forms and phonological information, while also activating the mental lexicon. 3 After word recognition, semantic and syntactic information becomes available, and the propositional meaning of the clause is comprehended. In the fluent reading process, the lower level processes are mostly automatic: Readers can effortlessly and often unconsciously activate orthographic, phonological, semantic, and syntactic knowledge. Fluency of the lower level processes is quite important for comprehending all kinds of text (Nassaji, 2003; Nassaji & Geva, 1999; Shiotsu & Weir, 2007) . On the other hand, higher level processes represent comprehension processes that make much more use of the reader's background knowledge and inferencing abilities (Grabe, 2009) . Inferences that can be drawn during reading include bridging and elaborating inferences. The bridging inference is, in Tapiero's terms, a "necessary inference" (2007, p. 152) , meaning an inference that is always required for full comprehension of texts (e.g., anaphoric or referential inferences and causal antecedent inferences). The elaborating (or elaborative) inference allows readers to go beyond what has been explicitly stated in the text. In the four-sentence story cited earlier, bridging inferences enable readers to connect the first and second sentences logically, whereas elaborating inferences would be necessary if readers were to solve questions about implicit information that is not directly stated in the text.
According to Grabe and Stoller (2011, p. 14) , the higher level processes include forming the text model of comprehension, which refers to the extracted meaning that the writer of the text has attempted to convey, and the situation model, which is the reader's interpretation, affected by both the readers' purposes for reading and their background knowledge. Regarding the text model, when fluent readers comprehend a meaningful text such as a narrative or an explanatory text, the readers' minds form a summary model of what the text is likely to mean. As a reader forms clause-level meaning units through the lower level processes, the pieces of newly drawn information are added to a growing network of text ideas in the reader's mind. In that network, ideas that are used repeatedly or that are connected with other important information become more active. In this manner, a series of main ideas form an internal summary model. However, interpretation of the same text may sometimes differ between different readers, because readers elaborate on this interpretation depending on how they want to understand the text's meaning. In general, the higher level processes are not necessarily automatic, and they can occur either consciously or unconsciously. If a reading test is designed to assess students' overall reading comprehension skills, the test should include items that tap into the students' skills in both lower and higher level processes of reading comprehension.
Classification of Test Items
Different approaches to item classification. There are several types of reading test items; in their list of typical item types, Fortus et al. (1998) Another method of distinguishing reading questions is to differentiate items in terms of text-explicitness, rather than using the stem forms listed above. Text-explicit questions (or textually explicit questions) are those in which both the question information and the correct answer can be found in the same sentence; text-implicit questions (or textually implicit questions) are those in which pieces of information across sentences need to be integrated (Alderson, 2000) . The text-explicit items are assumed to be easier, because the cognitive processes needed are often simpler than those required for text-implicit items, which demand a literal understanding of what is explicitly written as well as an inferential understanding of what is only suggested in the text. In fact, in Davey's (1988) experiment, the difficulty of reading test items was affected by the text-explicitness of the items. For the text-explicit items in his study, the necessary information for a correct response was clearly stated in the text and could be underlined. Also, Ushiro et al. (2012) analyzed 60 Japanese undergraduates' scores on a reading test, which included both text-explicit and -implicit items. First, they classified 50 items based on Shimizu's (2005) taxonomy, which distinguishes (a) paraphrase, (b) inference, (c) thematic, (d) referential, (e) vocabulary, (f) text organization, and (g) exception questions. Of the seven categories, paraphrase questions (8 items) were regarded as items that tested readers' lower level processing skills (i.e., text-explicit items); inference, thematic, and text organization questions (16 items) were assumed to be items that measured readers' higher level processing skills (i.e., text-implicit items). They found that the text-explicit questions had a higher proportion of correct answers than the text-implicit questions. Furthermore, the two types of reading skills contributed differently to the readers' interpretations of short stories: The higher level processing skills were needed when reading a story including implicit relationship of pieces of information, whereas lower level processing skills were needed when reading a story with a complicated structure of information.
However, it is not easy for teachers to distinguish text-explicit and -implicit reading questions if the questions are written in the True/False form. True/False questions do not always have stems with clues to help identify the item type, such as "It can be inferred…."
Without such clues, the classification of text-explicit and -implicit items may become less reliable, because different teachers may classify items differently. One of the sources of confusion is that there are at least two different methods of item classification. First, Anderson, Bachman, Perkins, and Cohen (1991) differentiate text-explicit and -implicit items by whether they require the reader to make inferences such as bridging and elaborating inferences. An item is termed text-explicit if both the question and the answer can be derived from the text, and if the relationship between the question and the answer is explicitly cued by the language of the text. Otherwise, the item is regarded as text-implicit if there are no logical or grammatical cues tying the question to the answer, and if the answer given is plausible in light of the question. 4 García (1991) , meanwhile, differentiates between the text-explicit and -implicit items in terms of whether the item requires comprehension of information contained within a single sentence, or integration of information across two (or more) sentences. An item is text-explicit when the question and answer are paraphrased or found in a single sentence in the text, while the item is text-implicit when the question and answer are not paraphrased or found in a single sentence, but are dispersed in the passage.
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Logically, the combination of two different criteria (i.e., the textual vs. inferential criterion and the within-sentence vs. between-sentence criterion) produces the following patterns: (a) textual, within-sentence items; (b) textual, between-sentence items; (c) inferential, within-sentence items; and (d) inferential, between-sentence items. It is clear that the first and fourth types are typical text-explicit and text-implicit questions, respectively. However, one may wonder how the second and third types should be dealt with. Moreover, the reliability and practicability of the two methods of item classification need to be compared; the validity of the results of classification should also be discussed based on the score data.
Combining the two classification methods. The present research attempts to compare the two different criteria for distinguishing between text-explicit and -implicit questions, focusing particularly on the interrater reliability. To the author's knowledge, the first work on this topic published in Japan was by Shizuka (1999) . Four experts in testing analyzed 105 items in total from three tests. The experts sorted the same items twice, using different taxonomies. The first taxonomy sorted items by the size of the relevant text portion (called the Sentence-Local-Global [SLG] dimension). The second taxonomy categorized items by the type of cognitive activity engaged (called the Verbatim-Paraphrase-Implicit [VPI] dimension). The interrater reliability was closely examined and reported, and Shizuka went on to discuss some problematic cases from that research further in his later work (Shizuka, 2000) .
In the first taxonomy (SLG), (a) items that could be correctly answered by processing one sentence or a smaller portion were categorized as the Sentence questions; (b) those requiring two successive sentences to be processed were termed Local questions; and (c) those needing two non-successive sentences or three or more successive sentences for comprehension were the Global questions. The reported interrater reliability across the four experts was .69, and the experts' judgment was generally agreed for 67.6% of the items. This taxonomy seems quite clear and useful; however, Shizuka (1996 Shizuka ( , 2000 reports that there were 20 items on which the experts' judgments differed to a considerable degree. Additionally, if this taxonomy were to be applied to classroom term-exams in junior and senior high schools and universities in Japan, one might argue that the first category (Sentence) is a little too broad. The difficulty of questions may vary between items that require comprehension of the whole of compound or complex sentences and items that can be correctly answered by looking at a single word or phrase within a clause, particularly among lower proficiency learners such as junior high school students.
In the second taxonomy (VPI), (a) items that could be correctly answered by merely comprehending the explicit meaning of the relevant portion, which included the same keywords as the question, were categorized as the Verbatim questions; (b) those whose answers were explicitly stated but in paraphrase were the Paraphrase questions; and (c) those which required comprehension of the implicit meaning of the relevant part were the Implicit questions. The reported interrater reliability across the four experts was .42, and the experts' judgment was generally agreed for 67.6% of the items. The reason the general agreement rate was as high as the first taxonomy's result, even though the interrater reliability was low, was that the rater decisions made by one of the experts were markedly different from the decisions of the other three. Of the three categories of this taxonomy, the agreement rates were lower for the Implicit and Verbatim items than for the Paraphrase items. Shizuka (2000) claims that one reason for this is that some of the wording used in the descriptions of the Implicit category, such as "to read between the lines" (originally "gyokan o yomu" in Japanese) and "to infer" (originally "suisoku suru" in Japanese), was ambiguous. If the bridging and elaborating inferences were clearly divided, as outlined in the previous section of this article, the interrater reliability of the taxonomy could be higher.
A possible solution to these problems would be to develop a modified taxonomy that distinguishes between bridging and elaborating inferences, as well as inter-clause and intra-clause sources of relevant information. Using such a taxonomy, interrater reliability among non-expert raters should be further investigated.
Research Design Purpose
This research aims to propose a reliable and practical method of validating English reading tests created as part of term-exams. As discussed, two different ways have been developed of distinguishing between text-explicit and -implicit questions. First, text-explicit and -implicit questions can be differentiated in terms of whether each item requires inferential understanding of the text (hereafter the textual/inferential criterion). Second, the two question types can also be distinguished by judging whether each item requires comprehension of a single sentence or two (or more) sentences (hereafter the within-/between-sentence criterion). If item difficulty differs between the two question types, it is advisable for teachers to validate their own term-exams by checking how many test items fall into each item type.
However, it has been unclear whether the two methods of classification produce the same result, or which method is the most reliable for teachers to use. This study examines the consistency and interrater reliability of both textual/inferential and within-/between-sentence criteria. Furthermore, the test items were actually used in a term-exam for a university English course. This study attempts to answer the following three research questions (RQs):
RQ1: Can the textual/inferential and within-/between-sentence criteria produce the same result in classifying text-explicit and -implicit questions? In the context of the current research, are most items regarded as text-explicit (or text-implicit) by one criterion going to be classified in the same way by the other criterion? RQ2: How reliable is item classification using the textual/inferential and within-/between-sentence criteria, if performed by non-specialists? RQ3: When reading test items in a term-exam are classified into text-explicit and -implicit questions, do the text-implicit items tend to be more difficult for students to answer than the text-explicit items on average?
This research explores these issues by conducting two case studies, both using the same reading test consisting of one passage and five True/False questions. In Study 1, nine raters individually classified the five questions into text-explicit and -implicit items. They used a taxonomy in which the two different criteria (i.e., textual/inferential and within-/between-sentence) were intersected. In addition, the interrater reliability of this classification was examined. In Study 2, 80 undergraduates took the same reading test at the end of a semester. The scores for the five questions were compared between the text-explicit and -implicit items.
Participants
All participants in Studies 1 and 2 were Japanese. Study 1 was conducted with two English teachers (one junior and one senior high school teacher) and six graduate students majoring in Foreign Language Education, who wanted to be English teachers in the future. Written informed consent was obtained and the rights of the participants were protected. All participants had learned the basic concepts of language testing and the cognitive processes involved in reading. In addition to the eight participants, the author of this article classified the test items himself; therefore, the interrater reliability was examined across nine raters in total. 6 In Study 2, 80 undergraduate students aged 18 to 20 and majoring in education took the reading test as a part of their term-exam. The students' English proficiency level was considered low-intermediate to intermediate. The whole test consisted of 50 items; the scores for the five items classified by the raters were extracted for this research. The reading part was an achievement test. The students had already read the passage, learned the meanings of unfamiliar words in the text, and talked about the text content with their classmates in weekly 90-minute classes. The score data were anonymized and shuffled across students.
Materials
This research used a passage titled "Egg Temperature, Reptile Sex and the Dinosaurs" from a college-level reading text for L2 English learners (Ushiro et al., 2016, pp. 44-45) . The text explains the biological theory of Temperature-dependent Sex Determination (TSD). The original text's wording and length were modified. Based on calculation by Microsoft Word 2016, the passage after modification had 376 running words, 20 sentences, and four paragraphs; Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level was 10.1, which suggests that an American tenth grader would be able to read this passage.
Initially, the author of this article created six True/False questions written in Japanese. However, there was a mistake in the sixth item on the printed materials in Study 2, and the question was removed from the final scores. Therefore, the remaining five items were analyzed in this research. The five True/False questions, translated into English, were as follows:
Q1. We have found five species of sea turtles whose sex is determined by TSD. (Answer: In Study 2, the participating students were asked to judge whether each statement was consistent (True) or inconsistent (False) with the passage; when the statement was not related to the passage, the students had to choose Not mentioned.
Study 1: Classification of Test Items Method
The nine raters, including the author, individually classified the five questions written on a worksheet into text-explicit and -implicit items. 7 First, the participants read the passage silently and solved the five questions by themselves. After that, the author provided the participants with the correct answers and gave them a worksheet for the classification task. The classification task had two steps using the different criteria; precise definitions of these criteria are given in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. In Table 1 , the Textual and the Inferential categories consist of four subcategories: Extracting, Paraphrasing, Bridging, and Elaborating. Also, in Table 2 , the Within-sentence and Between-sentence categories consist of four subcategories: Intra-clause, Inter-clause, Adjacent, and Nonadjacent. The participants were not informed that the two criteria were designed for the same purpose. In the classifying process, each item was labeled as one of the 16 subtypes shown in Table 3 . If classification of reading test items were consistent between the textual/inferential and within-/between-sentence criteria, most items would be classified as A1, A2, B1, B2, C3, C4, D3, or D4 in the table. Intra-clause Questions that can be solved by comprehending a specific clause in a specific sentence. Inter-clause Questions that can be solved by comprehending at least two clauses in a specific sentence. Between-sentence (Implicit)
Adjacent
Questions that cannot be solved without comprehending two adjacent sentences and integrating the information. Nonadjacent Questions that cannot be solved without comprehending at least two nonadjacent sentences and integrating the information. The participants were presented with the Japanese translations of Tables 1, 2 , and 3 (see Appendices A and B). They chose one of the 16 types for each reading question. The classification task was finished within approximately 10 minutes. If a reading question had more than one aspect, the order of priority was Elaborating, Bridging, Paraphrasing, and Extracting for the textual/inferential criterion and Nonadjacent, Adjacent, Inter-clause, and Intra-clause for the within-/between-sentence criterion. For example, an item that required both bridging and elaborating inferences fell into the Elaborating subcategory.
Results and Discussion
The results of classification using the textual/inferential taxonomy is presented in Table  4 . Most raters regarded Q1, Q2, and Q3 as textual (i.e., text-explicit) questions: nine, eight, and nine raters, respectively. Also, most raters regarded Q4 and Q5 as inferential (i.e., text-implicit) questions: six and seven raters, respectively. Although it was difficult for the participants to differentiate between bridging and elaborative inferences, the distinction between textual/inferential questions was mostly consistent across raters. Overall, using the textual/inferential taxonomy, Q1, Q2, and Q3 were regarded as text-explicit test items, and Q4 and Q5 were classed as text-implicit items, with 86.67% agreement. The results of classification using the within-/between-sentence taxonomy are presented in Table 5 . Most raters regarded Q1, Q2, and Q3 as within-sentence (i.e., text-explicit) questions: nine, eight, and nine raters, respectively. Also, most raters regarded Q4 and Q5 as between-sentence (i.e., text-implicit) questions: seven and nine raters, respectively. Again, Q1, Q2, and Q3 were regarded as text-explicit test items, and Q4 and Q5 were classed as text-implicit items. The overall agreement rate was 93.33%. All of the judgments (45 cases in total; 9 raters × 5 items) were sorted into the sixteen subtypes, as shown in Table 6 , which displays the total frequency count of each subtype. The author of this study had predicted that most items would be classified as either one of A1, A2, B1, or B2 (text-explicit), or otherwise one of C3, C4, D3, or D4 (text-implicit). As a result, 40 out of 45 cases (88.89%) followed that pattern. 
There were 45 cases (9 raters × 5 items) in total.
Finally, in addition to the main analyses described above, interrater reliability was examined in terms of the agreement count between pairs of raters. Table 7 shows the agreement counts between each of the possible combinations of raters in Study 1, labeled as (a) through (i). With nine raters, there are a total of 36 possible pairs. Table 7 Interrater
The nine raters are marked as (a) through (i). Each number in italics represents how many items were judged the same by the two raters using the textual/inferential criterion. Each number in boldface represents how many items were judged the same using the within-/between-sentence criterion.
In Table 7 , each number in italics and in boldface shows the agreement count using the textual/inferential and the within-/between-sentence criteria, respectively. For example, when Rater (a) and Rater (b) used the within-/between-sentence criterion (boldface) to sort the five questions into text-explicit and -implicit items, their judgments agreed three times. When the same raters used the textual/inferential criterion (italics), their judgments agreed four times. On average, the number of agreement based on the textual/inferential criterion was M = 3.89 (77.78%; SD = 0.85), while that of the within-/between-sentence criterion was M = 4.39 (87.78%; SD = 0.80). It was suggested that the teachers and graduate students found the within-/between-sentence criterion easier to understand and apply.
However, the agreement counts described above were based solely on the discrimination between the text-explicit and -implicit items; the subcategories were not distinguished. The average agreement counts based on the detailed classification using both criteria were as follows: M = 2.64 (52.78%), SD = 0.80 for the textual/inferential criterion, and M = 2.97 (59.44%), SD = 0.88 for the within-/between-sentence criterion.
Study 2: Item Types and Difficulty Method
A group of undergraduates (N = 80) took a term-exam including the five test items (see the previous sections describing the participants and the materials). This study used the score data for the five items only; all data were anonymized in advance of analysis. Study 1 had found that Q1, Q2, and Q3 were text-explicit, and Q4 and Q5 were text-implicit items. Given that more complicated cognitive processes are required to solve the text-implicit questions than the text-explicit questions, and that the students had already learned the passage in class, it was expected that the two text-implicit items would be more difficult than the others. To compare the rates of correct responses to the text-explicit and -implicit items, the ratio of correct to incorrect responses to each item was calculated and tested using Chi-squared tests with a 5% alpha level.
Results and Discussion
The number of correct and incorrect responses is presented per item in Table 8 . The overall rate of correct answers to the five items was 78.50%. For Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4, the number of students who answered correctly was significantly greater than the number of those who chose wrong answers (ps < .001). In contrast, almost half of the students chose the wrong answer for Q5; there was not a significant difference (p = .823). On average, the rates of correct responses to the three text-explicit questions (i.e., Q1, Q2, and Q3) and the two text-implicit questions (i.e., Q4 and Q5) were 88.75% and 63.13%, respectively. As far as the current reading test is concerned, the text-implicit items were harder than the text-explicit items, showing that the taxonomy used in Study 1 is at least partly valid.
However, the text-explicit reading questions could have been more difficult if the tester had included rare words in the relevant part of the passage. Also, text-implicit questions in a term-exam could be easier if the information that should be inferred had already been taught in class. In fact, the rate of correct answers to Q4 was close to that of Q1. Since the present research is a case study with only five items, further research is necessary. To determine whether there was any relationship between the rates of correct responses to the text-explicit and -implicit items, a cross-table was created, shown as Table 9 . However, Q3 was excluded from the cross-table because its rate of correct answers was almost 100%. Table 9 shows how many students got 0, 1, and 2 points in the two text-explicit and -implicit questions. For instance, there were nine students who could not answer any text-implicit questions correctly; among the nine students, three got 1 point and six got 2 points from the two text-explicit items. Using the data presented in Table 9 , the relationship between the scores for the text-explicit and -implicit items was examined. Since the small number of cases with a value of zero did not fit into the statistical analysis, Table 9 was modified into Table 10 by combining the "0" and "1" categories into a new category: "0 and 1."
A Chi-squared test was conducted using the data in Table 10 . However, the result was not statistically significant, χ 2 (1) = 2.02, p = .155. In this study, students who answered the two text-implicit questions perfectly did not necessarily answer the two text-implicit questions correctly. Despite the small number of questions in this case study, the results suggest that the construction of the two types of reading comprehension questions might be different, at least in the context of a term-exam. 
Conclusion
There were four major findings from the two case studies. First, concerning RQ1, the two methods of classifying the test items led to the same result. So far, some researchers have distinguished between text-explicit and -implicit items based on whether the item requires inferential understanding of the text, while others have distinguished between them based on whether the item requires comprehending a single sentence or two (or more) sentences. Interestingly, these two apparently different criteria led to identical classifications in the current research. Possibly as a result of the small number of items, the test did not contain an inferential, within-sentence question. Shizuka (1999, p. 90) describes that type of item (called Sentence-Inference) as follows: "a question that requires one to infer the writer's intention implied in a single sentence" (translated from Japanese by the present author).
Despite this finding, it may be preferable for researchers to use both criteria in combination because the combined method often provides more detailed information about the nature of the item. For example, both Q4 and Q5 were regarded as text-implicit items in Study 1, but the actual difficulty of the two items was found to be different in Study 2. The detailed description of the classification (see Tables 4 and 5) suggests that Q4 was not as purely text-implicit as Q5 was.
Second, in terms of RQ2, both criteria were highly reliable in providing a rough classification of text-explicit and -implicit items: The agreement rate was 86.67% using the textual/inferential criterion and 93.33% using the within-/between-sentence criterion. However, the detailed classification of subcategories, such as differentiating between bridging and elaborating inferences, was not always consistent among the raters. Researchers who would like to have graduate students participate in an experiment including a test analysis should be careful, because the participants may not have sufficient expert knowledge about the inference types. A rater training phase may be necessary in advance of the main classification task.
Third, regarding the practicability, the classification task using the present study's taxonomy took only 10 minutes for five items; the taxonomy was easy for the participants to use. In Study 1, when a reading question contained different aspects at the same time, the raters followed a guideline about the priority order of classification: Elaborating first, Bridging second, Paraphrasing third, and Extracting fourth, for the textual/inferential criterion; and Nonadjacent first, Adjacent second, Inter-clause third, and Intra-clause fourth, for the within-/between-sentence criterion. This guideline made the classification task easier for the participants to deal with; however, one may wonder if this priority order is always appropriate. Further research should investigate how best to sort these test items within the taxonomy.
Finally, concerning RQ3, the present research found that the two text-implicit questions were more difficult than the three text-explicit questions. When researchers of language testing examine test validity, they often investigate proficiency tests; achievement tests such as college term-exams have rarely been a subject of investigation, because those tests do not measure a single construct. A reading achievement test typically measures both reading ability and how well the examinees understand or remember what they have learned in lessons. However, to improve reading tests conducted in classrooms, a reliable and practical method of validating achievement tests should be developed. In this research, the rater analysis showed that the test had both text-explicit and -implicit questions, and the collected scores suggested that the test consisted of both easier and more difficult questions.
Nevertheless, the generalizability of the above findings is limited, since the two case studies examined only five test items. Replication studies should be conducted, involving other reading achievement tests as well as other groups of participants. Additionally, this research focused on True/False questions. This research would have been more sophisticated if other types of questions were studied as carefully as they were by Anderson et al. (1991) , who explored the construct validity of a reading test using triangulation of data sources, namely test taking strategies, item content, and item performance. The present case study only applied the latter two approaches in Study 1 (item content) and Study 2 (item performance).
The author of this article launched this research for not only academic but also practical purposes: to develop a user-friendly taxonomy for classifying reading questions. Most of the published works presenting taxonomies for item classification were developed targeting researchers or specialists, instead of classroom teachers. A simplified taxonomy that was previously proposed for English teachers in Japan (Kimura, 2012, p. 38) classifies four types of reading questions by the explicitness of the relevant information in the passage. Although that taxonomy is highly user-friendly, the present research's method may provide more detailed information about the characteristics of reading test items. clause-level meaning from word meanings and other grammatical information. 3. The mental lexicon is defined as the human word-store where lexical entries are interconnected (Aitchison, 2012 ). 4. In addition to the textually explicit and the textually implicit categories, Anderson et al. (1991) propose the third category scriptally implicit, which is applied whenever a plausible non-textual response is given to a question derivable from the text. An example presented by Anderson et al. is as follows: "What does the writer most probably think of the situation in television that he or she is telling us about?" This type of question was grouped into the implicit category in the current research. 5. The scriptally implicit category was applied when only some of the information needed to answer the question, or a part of the question or answer, is presented in the passage. 6. Shizuka (1999 Shizuka ( , 2000 also included his own rating data in the analyses. 7. See the sixth note above. If the author's judgements were excluded, the overall agreement rates using the textual/inferential and within-/between-sentence criteria would change from 86.67% to 85.00% and from 93.33% to 92.50%, respectively.
